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Station 12005+00 to 12071+80.......Activities since last SWPPP. Crews continued with E&S maintenance and completing punchlist
items. A fish relocation crew from ESI was on site at stream S-G36 to trap and relocate fish downstream from the crossing area in
preparation for the open cut of the stream. Yesterday, 7/18, the pump around was set up and a blasting crew set off a charge
across the stream bed at 7:00 PM. Today, the tie in crew ditched through the stream and lowered in the section of pipe. Pipe has
also been lowered into the ditch between streams S-G36 and S-G38 from station 12010+00 to 12014+00. A grade crew installed
retaining walls in three locations as a preventative measure to keep rock and debris from rolling off steep hills and into streams
S-G39 and S-G40. After installation of the retaining walls, operators graded down the steep knob between streams S-G39 and
S-G40. In this area, the DEQ released the ROW for forward progress from station 12023+00 to 12026+00, and 12036+00 to
12071+80.

The tie in crew at stream S-G36 began ditching through the stream bed this morning at approximately 7:00 AM. There were two
track hoe operators starting in the middle and working outwards. Other operators were relaying material away from the stream. At
approximately 9:15 I was alerted by an MBP, DEQ 3rd party inspector that silt laden water was exiting the pump around outlet.
Water was running downhill from where wet spoil was being stored and entering the stream near the intake. Precision operators
remedied the situation by building a berm preventing the stained water from migrating to the stream flow. A native stone energy
dissipater was also constructed with material from the stream bed per request of DEQ. Stained water was also discovered to be
entering the stream in water flowing from the dewatering structure. Precision environmental installed three runs of CFS around the
outflow side of the dewatering structure and another turbidity curtain downstream from where this water reached the stream. The
tie in crew lowered in the section of pipe through the stream at approximately 5:00 PM. Sand was hauled in to pad pipe begin pipe
padding activities, but was consumed quickly and they were unable to complete backfilling the stream. Workers will remain on site
overnight to maintain the pump around and continue dewaterin the ditch.

Punchlist items were completed. Retaining walls were built with timber mats to prevent rock from rolling into streams S-G39 and
S-G40 during activities on the steep slopes. Fill slope drains were installed between station 12024+00 and 12025+50 to prevent
water from running off the waterbars and down the steep slope and causing erosion.
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A rock energy dissipater was built for the pump
around outlet at stream S-G36. See photo for
location.

Operators began ditching through stream
S-G36 this morning. See photo for location.

Stained water from the dewatering structure
was entering the stream S-G36. See photo for
location.

Fill slope drains were installed per DEQ
requirement for releasing area for work, station
12024+00 to 12025+50, ~MP 227.5~.

Timber mat retaining walls were built on the
steep slopes above streams S-G39 and
S-G40. See photo for location.

The pipe section was lowered into the ditch at
stream S-G36 at approximately 5:00 PM
today. See photo for location.
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